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Abstract. This paper develops two agent knowledge bases in conceptual graph
form, one using the KD45 underlying logical model for belief and one without
any underlying logical model for belief. Action-attitudes  in the knowledge
bases provide contexts that represent the agents’ mental attitude towards, and
willingness to act upon information in the knowledge bases. Preconditions for
communication acts are also represented in the knowledge bases as well as
mental attitude changes following communications. Conceptual graphs are a
flexible and extendable form of knowledge representation that is used to capture
and represent semantic constituents of communications in a form that may be
used by software agents. The knowledge base representations in this paper
provide software agents a perspective from which they may reason about the
communicating agent’s beliefs and communication actions.

1   Introduction

Software agent technologies are being directed towards enabling heterogeneous
computing platforms in open environments to communicate, share resources and
cooperatively delegate tasks. Software agents provide developers a high-level
abstracted view from which to more easily solve problems in these programming
environments. [1] Intelligent software agents are often characterized as holding
mental attitudes, such as belief, towards their knowledge. These agents may use an
agent communication language (ACL), such as KQML or the FIPA ACL, to convey
their mental attitudes towards communicated knowledge. [2, 3]

An underlying assumption with ACLs is that the communicating software agents
‘speak’ the same ACL. [4]  This presents difficulties for software agents designed to
converse in different ACLs, or to converse with different dialects of the same ACL.
Other approaches have been taken towards establishing common vocabularies
between software agents. Some examples are:

• [5] The World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) Ontology Web Language (OWL)
with the Resource Description Framework (RDF) allows web-based ontologies to
be established as meta-languages, providing web agents shared vocabularies. The
DAML-S ontology supports locating web services. [6]



• Gmytrasiewicz et al.[7] proposes that software agents negotiate and establish a
common vocabulary at runtime, while Reed et al. [8] propose that
communicating agents share a common set of semantic primitives but negotiate
the final meaning of these primitives at runtime.

• Sycara et al. [9] use matchmaker agents to support advertising, requesting and
matching agent services using a communication language in addition to their
ACL, called the Agent Capability Description Language (ACDL) LARKS.
Matchmaker agents are not information brokers, so after LARKS is used to locate
services, the matched agents must still intercommunicate to use services.

These approaches address agent vocabularies in different semantic constituents:
ACLs for agent communication protocols; negotiated semantics for heterogeneous
agent messages; matchmaker agents for locating agent services, and web ontologies
for establishing and using web-based domain knowledge.

Once a common vocabulary of any type has been established, the expected use of
this vocabulary in dynamic situations, such as communication protocols, needs to be
represented to software agents. These representations may assist heterogeneous agents
in reasoning about and overcoming other communication barriers. Hodgson lists these
requirements for representation schemes in AI, emphasizing that the last point is most
important [10] :

• The representation scheme should “permit sufficient internal organization so that
the type of object (problem) being represented can be easily classified.”

• The representation scheme should “be flexible enough so that decompositions of
problems can be expressed naturally in terms of the representation.”

• The representation scheme should “use as few special structures as possible.”

For example, when representing communication protocols in the FIPA ACL, the
type of problem is a procedure, and the problem is expressed in terms of the agents’
mental attitudes towards knowledge, using the Kripke’s KD45 possible world
semantics for the mental attitude belief [3]. Delugach has developed an extension to
conceptual graphs to capture dynamic behaviors  [11]. Sowa has discussed the use of
context in conceptual graphs for modal logic representation [12, 13]. This suggests
that conceptual graphs are a notational framework that will satisfy the representation
requirements listed above when representing FIPA agent communications.

2 A Kripke Model of Belief in Conceptual Graph Form

Many theories of rational agency have been developed to allow developers to
reason about the behaviors of intelligent (rational) agents. Four well known theories
of rational agency, as described in [14, 15] are:

• Cohen and Levesque [16] –  temporal logic  + belief (KD45) + goal (KD)
• Moore  [17] – dynamic logic + knowledge (S5)
• BDI [18] – temporal logic + belief (KD45) + desire (KD) + intention (KD)
• KARO [19] – dynamic logic + belief (KD45) + wishes (KD)



These theories use the KD45 modal logic model for belief. The FIPA ACL’s
logical model for belief is also the Kripke KD45 logical model.[3]  Software agents
that reason about communicating in the FIPA ACL may therefore benefit from access
to a KD45 model of belief.

2.1 KD45 Modal Belief Logic

The following discussion is taken from [20, 21]. Modal belief logics typically add
a modal operator for belief, often denoted as B, to first-order logic. The rule “If α is a
well formed formula, then B α is also a well formed formula” is also added.

A Kripke modal frame is a structure M  = < W, D, R , F> where: W  is a non-
empty set of possible worlds; D is a non-empty domain of individuals; R is a binary
accessibility relation on W ; and F is a state dependent interpretation function. A
formula α is satisfiable with respect to the modal structure if there exists a triple (M,
w, f) such that (M, w, f) |= α.  A formula α is valid if for every triple (M, w, f) it is the
case that (M, w, f) |= α . For example, (Bα V  ¬ Bα) is valid, and (Bα V B¬α) is
satisfiable but not valid. [20]

The term ‘KD45’ identifies four formulas for belief, shown in the following table.
Kripke’s insight was to show that these accessibility relations correspond to these
formulas.

Table 1. KD45 Formulas and Corresponding Frame Relationships

Axiom Formula Description Accessibility
Relation

K (B α ∧ B(α→ β)) → B β Beliefs are closed under
logical consequence.

D ¬Bfalse Falsehoods are not believed. serial
4 B α→ B B α Beliefs are closed under

positive introspection.
transitive

5 ¬B α → B ¬B α Beliefs are closed under
negative introspection.

Euclidean

2.2 Mental Attitudes and Action Attitudes

The FIPA specification states that software agents using the FIPA-ACL will
possess the three primitive mental attitudes of belief, uncertainty and choice,
formalized in the FIPA Semantic Language by the modal operators B , U  and C
respectively.  An FIPA agent is uncertain (U) about a proposition p if it considers that
p is more likely to be true than not true.  The FIPA mental attitude choice (C)
represents a goal state concerning a proposition.[3]

An autonomous agent may believe a proposition α, B(α), but may choose not to
take action on that belief. For example, the agent may receive a query concerning the
truth-value of a proposition that it believes is true, but may choose not to answer the



query. As intelligent and autonomous software processes, software agents will make
decisions based on their input, existing knowledge, interaction protocols and other
established plans. [22-24] These factors are not directly addressed by an agent
communication language, but nonetheless will contribute towards determining when
and what communication acts may take place. The predicate variable A, for action, is
used in this paper to represent these factors that, together with the mental attitude of
belief differentiate four mutually exclusive “action-attitudes”. These are shown in
Table 2.

Table 2. Four Mutually Exclusive Action-Attitudes

 Believes; B(α) Does Not Believe; ¬B(α)

Will Act; A(α) Action-Attitude 1 (AA1) Action-Attitude 2 (AA2)

Will Not Act; ¬A(α) Action-Attitude 3 (AA3) Action-Attitude 4 (AA4)

2.3 A Conceptual Graph Model of the Kripke KD45 Frame

In this section we develop a representation of the KD45 model of belief in
conceptual graph form. The FIPA Communicative Act Library Specification does not
specify any agent implementation. [3] Our model is simply developed for this
example of showing how a model of belief, in a form accessible to software agents,
may assist agents in reasoning about communication acts.

• Since the FIPA ACL uses the Kripke KD45 model of belief, we see that these
action attitudes may correspond to possible worlds in a Kripke belief structure.

• Since communication acts may be initiated by agents that have no knowledge of the
truth-value of a proposition, such as in the FIPA query-if performative, we let the
mental attitude choice, C, be a subworld of AA2. [3]

• Because the preconditions for communication in the FIPA ACL ensure that no
proposition is conveyed by an agent that is uncertain about the truth-value of the
proposition, we let the mental attitude uncertain, U, be a subworld of AA3. [3]

• Because a speech act is an action according to the speech act theories of [25, 26],
preconditioned by beliefs specified in  [3], we do not use AA4 in our model.

A Kripke frame with three worlds, each an action-attitude described above, and
with the KD45 accessibility relation is then:
• A set W whose elements are all possible worlds (AA1, AA2, AA3)
• The accessibility relations: R(AA1, AA2), R(AA2, AA1), R(AA2, AA3), R(AA3,

AA2), R(AA3, AA1), R(AA1, AA3)



   

AA1

AA3 AA2

Fig.1. KD45 Frame

The KD45 Kripke frame in Figure 1 is represented in conceptual graph notation
in Figure 2. Delugach has extended conceptual graph notation to represent dynamic
behaviors, such as the assertion of temporal knowledge, using a relationship called a
demon [11]. When activated, the demon will assert each of its output concepts and
retract each of its input concepts. The demons in the conceptual graph below are
activated by changes in action-attitudes held by the agent, with respect to a
proposition. Within the context of possible world semantics, these demons allow an
agent to change state between possible worlds. The previous world (action-attitude) is
retracted with respect to a proposition, and a new world (action-attitude) is asserted.

Fig. 2. CG Representation of KD45 Frame with Action-Attitudes as Possible Worlds

The possible worlds AA1, AA2 and AA3 in Figure 2 are represented by concepts
that are action-attitudes within which propositions are nested. When an FIPA agent
believes a proposition and is willing to act on that proposition, then the agent is
residing in possible world AA1 with respect to that proposition. Similarly, if the agent
has no knowledge of the truth value of a proposition but is willing to act; the agent
resides in possible world AA2. If the agent has a belief (uncertain or certain) with

Where:
AA1 is B ∧ A
AA2 is ¬B ∧ A
AA3 is B ∧ ¬ A



respect to a proposition but is unwilling to act, the agent resides in possible world
AA3.

3 A Rules-Based Model of Belief in Conceptual Graph Form

As with the FIPA ACL, the KQML ACL is a communication protocol expressed
in terms of an agent’s mental attitudes towards theirs and other agents’ knowledge.
However, the KQML ACL uses the mental attitudes belief, knowledge, desire and
intention. The KQML mental attitude knowledge functions similarly to the FIPA
mental attitude belief. No semantic models for mental attitudes are specified in
KQML, but the language used to describe speech acts restricts the way mental
attitudes can be used in speech acts. [27]

Initially, the KQML had no formal specification, although this was subsequently
addressed. [27] As a result, there are different implementations of KQML that cannot
be assumed compatible with each other. Every KQML implementation will
necessarily meet some constraints on mental attitudes as an artifact of software design
and implementation, although these constraints may not be explicitly stated.

The absence of an underlying logical model for mental attitudes in KQML is not
a problem for our approach. We start with the same four action attitudes listed above
in Table 2. A rule set can be established to govern the mental attitude knowledge for
the particular version of KQML ACL being represented. We represent the resulting
rule sets as IF-THEN statements in conceptual graph form, as shown in Figure 3.
(There are several possible conceptual graph representations for IF-THEN statements,
different from that shown here.)

The action-attitudes in Figure 3 will also form a context for each proposition in
the KQML agent’s knowledge base. We do not assume that action-attitude AA4 is not
required. The particular implementation of KQML will need to be examined first,
then the rule sets structured to reflect the particular KQML implementation being
represented.



                                           
Fig. 3.  Rule Sets  to Define Action Attitudes

4   Knowledge Bases with Action Attitudes

The preconditions that determine when a FIPA agent may issue a communication
act are stated in terms of that agent’s mental attitudes towards a proposition. The
proposition is located in the content field of the ACL message. [3] The knowledge
base of a FIPA agent will need to correlate the conveyed propositions to the mental
attitudes that the agent takes towards the propositions. The knowledge base may also
correlate the mental attitudes of other communicating agents take towards these same
propositions, when that information is available.

In conceptual graph form, this can be accomplished by placing propositions
within the context of the agent’s action-attitudes.  In Figure 4, ‘Allen’ and ‘Burt’
identify two FIPA agents. A co-referent link identifies a proposition t that is in
Allen’s knowledge base and believed by Allen to also be in Burt’s knowledge base.
Figure 4 shows that Allen believes that he and Burt have the same action-attitude
(AA2) towards proposition t.

                                     
Fig. 4. Knowledge Base of Agent with Action Attitudes Providing Context

Allen’s knowledge base in Figure 4 shows not only his attitudes towards
propositions in his knowledge base, but also what Allen thinks are Burt’s attitudes
towards propositions in Burt’s knowledge base. As a result, the knowledge base



describes preconditions placed on FIPA communication acts, expressed in terms of
mental attitudes taken by software agents towards propositions. For example, Allen
may issue the FIPA ACL inform communication act to Burt with respect to a
proposition p, only when Allen has action-attitude AA1 with respect to proposition p,
and Allen does not believe Burt holds action-attitudes AA1 or AA3 with respect to
proposition p (i.e., Burt has no knowledge of the truth-value of proposition p).

The rational effect of FIPA ACL communication acts is also expressed in terms
of the agents’ mental attitude towards propositions. If Allen issues the FIPA confirm
communication act to Burt with respect to proposition p, a rational effect is that
proposition p  is asserted in Burt’s knowledge base. Allen’s model of Burt’s
knowledge base is not required to be accurate however; two agents will not have
complete and accurate representations of each other’s knowledge bases.

Although the KD45 logical model is specified for the FIPA ACL and no
underlying logical model is specified for the KQML ACL, the knowledge bases of
both types of agents may be represented using action-attitude contexts. The action-
attitudes are established as discussed in the previous section. A step towards
establishing common semantic knowledge between the two different types of agents
is to determine whether the knowledge mental attitude of the KQML agent plays the
part of the belief mental attitude of the FIPA agent. If these are accepted as being
close, as they are in [8], then the action-attitudes of the FIPA agent may be considered
to be very close to those of the KQML agent.

Since FIPA agent Allen contains within his knowledge base a representation of
KQML agent Burt’s knowledge base, Allen may use his representation of Burt’s
knowledge base to reason about communication with Burt. Allen may also evaluate
whether he believes that common knowledge exists between Burt and himself. As an
example:

If Burt has action-attitude AA2 with respect to proposition p , then Burt has an
uncertain belief of proposition p.
If Burt has action-attitude AA2 with respect to proposition p, then Burt may not
inform another agent of the truth-value of p.
Burt has action-attitude AA2 with respect to proposition t.
Therefore, Burt may not inform Allen of the truth-value of t.

5   Two Examples of Action Attitudes in Agent Knowledge Bases

The use of action-attitude contexts to represent agent attitudes towards
propositions is useful both when modeling communication between software agents
that use different ACLs, and also with communication between software agents that
use the same ACL. In the examples below, ‘Allen’, ‘Burt’ and ‘Charlie’ identify three
software agents that use the FIPA ACL. The conveyed information is the sentence
“Car is repaired”.



5.1 Communication between two FIPA Agents

The sequence of messages between Allen and Burt in this first example is shown in
Table 3, where the first communication act is Message 1. This message is the FIPA
query-if communications act. Its semantic effect is to indicate that Allen is asking
Burt if the statement “Car is repaired” is true. The second message is the FIPA
inform-if communications act. Its semantic effect is to indicate that Burt is telling
Allen that Burt believes that the statement “Car is repaired” is true.

Although the conveyed propositions, “Car is repaired”, are identical, the two
FIPA communication acts (query-if and inform-if) do not convey the same mental
attitudes towards that proposition. Burt has no knowledge of the truth-value of the
conveyed message; while Allen must believe that the statement “Car is repaired” is
true. The two communication acts also have different rational effects. Once Message
2 has been issued, Allen may also ‘think’ that Burt believes that the statement “Car is
repaired” is true, although Allen may not believe “Car is repaired” is true. In Figure 5,
depicting Allen’s knowledge base following Message 2, Allen is shown as believing
the statement and also thinking that Burt believes the statement.

Table 3. Two FIPA Communication acts

Message 1 – Burt queries Allen Message 2 – Allen informs Burt
(query-if
:sender         Allen
:receiver        Burt
:content         “Car is repaired”
:protocol        FIPA Query
 ... )

(inform-if
:sender      Burt
 :receiver    Allen
:content      “Car is repaired”
:protocol     FIPA Query
... )

                                 

Fig. 5. Knowledge Base of Allen Following Step Two in Table Three



5.2 The FIPA Proxy Communication Act and Agent Cooperation

The FIPA describes the proxy communication act as having two strengths,
referred to as strong-proxy and weak-proxy. Both strong-proxy and weak-proxy
employ a third, middle agent to relay information between two agents. The third,
middle agent is the proxy agent. Strong-proxy occurs when the proxy agent believes
that the proposition it relays in the proxy communication act is true. Weak-proxy
occurs when the proxy agent does not believe that the proposition is relays in the
proxy communication act is true. [3] The two types of proxy communication acts are
illustrated by the communication sequence shown in Table 4. The proxy agent is Burt,
who is relaying information between agents Allen and Charlie.

Table 4. Weak and Strong Proxy Communications

Conversation 1: Strong Proxy Conversation 2: Weak Proxy
1 Allen calls the repair shop to ask

if his car is repaired. (Same as Conversation 1)
2 Burt answers the phone and

hears Allen's question. (Same as Conversation 1)
3 Burt tells Charlie that Allen is

asking if his car is repaired. (Same as Conversation 1)
4 Charlie asks Burt to tell Allen

that Allen’s car is repaired. (Same as Conversation 1)
5 Burt tells Allen that the car is

repaired.
Burt tells Allen that Charlie says
that the car is repaired.

The two conversations are identical until Step 5. This is because the decision to
return a strong or weak-proxy is determined at run time. Burt is an autonomous agent
who may not believe that Charlie is to be trusted. As a result, Burt may not believe
Charlie’s answer.

A first problem presented by Burt not believing Charlie is that it is a precondition
on the FIPA inform communication act that an agent issuing an inform message
believes that the information being conveyed is true. The FIPA specification handles
this problem by allowing the Burt to reply “Charlie says that the car is repaired.” This
is a true statement. The inform communication act precondition is satisfied and the
proxy communication act may be completed as shown in Conversation 2.

A second problem is to evaluate whether Allen may detect that a weak-proxy has
occurred. Specifically, how can Allen determine whether Burt believes Charlie’s
answer? The FIPA Communicative Act Library Specification states that the feasibility
preconditions placed on communication acts have two parts; ability preconditions and
context-relevance preconditions. Ability preconditions refer to the software agent’s
ability to execute a communication act. Context-relevance preconditions refer to the
relevance of executing a communication act. The context-relevance preconditions
correspond to Grice’s Quantity and Relation Principles. [3] These principles, shown
in Table 5, are two of four cooperation principles identified by Grice. The principles
are applied to ACLs because ACL performatives are rooted in speech act theories
modeled after spoken human communication. [25, 26]



Table 5. Two Gricean Cooperation Principles, referred to by the FIPA

Grice Cooperation Principle Purpose
Quantity Be only as informative as required for the

purposes at hand.
Relation Make only relevant statements.

Software agents that can detect when a Gricean cooperation principle has failed
may conclude that a communicating agent is not cooperating. In this simple example,
Allen may determine that the Quantity Principle has failed when Burt responds,
“Charlie says that the car is repaired”, instead of “Car is repaired.” Although each
statement may be true, more information is returned in the first statement than in the
second. The weak-proxy may be detected by determining that more information is
being returned than is required.

                
Fig. 6.  Allen’s Knowledge Base, Following Step Five of Conversation Two

Figure 6 shows that following Step 5 of Conversation 2: (1) Allen is uncertain of
the truth-value of the statement “Car is repaired”, located in AA2; (2) Allen knows
that Burt has told Allen, “Charlie says that the car is repaired.” By the Gricean
Quantity Principle, the additional context for the conveyed statement may indicate
that either Burt or Charlie is not cooperating. As a result, (3) Allen may choose to
believe that Burt also holds AA2 with respect to the statement “Car is repaired.”



6   Discussion

Many different formal representations have been used to model software agent
constituents, at all stages of their development and implementation. For example,
predicate logic has been used to represent facts about ‘things’ in the agent world, Petri
nets or AUML have been used to represent processes and interaction protocols, OWL
has been developed to represent object types and ontologies of languages [28], and
programming languages such as JAVA have been used to support agent execution
across a variety of computing platforms. No one representation form is sufficient for
all purposes, and no unifying semantic framework for software agent technologies has
been established. [29]

The efforts to establish common semantic frameworks among different types of
software agents described at the beginning of this paper indicate that this is a
significant goal. If software agents are to reason about themselves, other software
agents and their operating environments, these agents will need access to the same
types of information that designers use to reasoning about agents and their operating
environments.

Although no single formalism is sufficient for every purpose, a form that may
integrate several kinds of knowledge may better support agents in reasoning about
their and other agent behaviors. This paper explores how representations in
conceptual graph form may capture the semantics of modal belief logics and dynamic
communication processes for software agents.

7   Conclusion

We have shown that communication between intelligent software agents is a
complex process that involves semantic constituents in addition to shared
vocabularies, as well as a common syntax. In our examples, we have shown the
agents communicating to express both factual knowledge and mental attitudes
expressed in terms of modal logics. Their knowledge bases developed in our
examples show that these types of information may be represented in conceptual
graph form, utilizing the demon relation to represent controlled transitions between
states in a Kripke KD45 possible world belief model, and using concepts as contexts
to represent attitudes towards propositions. In doing so, this paper addresses the larger
problem identified by [23] and other researchers; which suggests that for intelligent
software agents to reason about their own and other agent behaviors, the various types
of knowledge used by software developers in designing and implementing software
agents may also need to be provided to software agents themselves.
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